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VCM36-W is a wireless video conferencing microphone newly designed by Yealink. Due to its built-in 3-micropphone arrayand
Yealink self-developed algorithm, VCM36-W owns a 20ft (6m) and 360° voice pickup range, providing high audio quality in full-duplex
calls. VCM36-W adopts wireless transmission design, and you can use it wirelessly by pairing only once,which avoids the tedious
deployment process. The wireless double-encrypted can protect everything you say.VCM36-W uses a wireless transmission design,
high-quality echo cancellation technology and Yealink Noise Proof Technology, which can effectively filter out environmental noise
within 90 decibels to maintaining crystal clear audio. Itshigh-quality sound pickup technology and large-scale conference room
coverage enable you to achieve a full-scalehigh-fidelity audio experience in a broad space, allowing you to keep track of the status of
each conference venue andcontrol the conference more easily.VCM36-W can work with VCS system or Yealink UVC camera, under
different meeting room scenes to reduce installationcosts.

Zusammenfassung

VCM36-W is a wireless video conferencing microphone newly designed by Yealink. Due to its built-in 3-micropphone arrayand Yealink
self-developed algorithm, VCM36-W owns a 20ft (6m) and 360° voice pickup range, providing high audio quality in full-duplex calls.
VCM36-W adopts wireless transmission design, and you can use it wirelessly by pairing only once,which avoids the tedious
deployment process. The wireless double-encrypted can protect everything you say.VCM36-W uses a wireless transmission design,
high-quality echo cancellation technology and Yealink Noise Proof Technology, which can effectively filter out environmental noise
within 90 decibels to maintaining crystal clear audio. Itshigh-quality sound pickup technology and large-scale conference room
coverage enable you to achieve a full-scalehigh-fidelity audio experience in a broad space, allowing you to keep track of the status of
each conference venue andcontrol the conference more easily.VCM36-W can work with VCS system or Yealink UVC camera, under
different meeting room scenes to reduce installationcosts.

Yealink VCM36-W Video Conferencing Microphone Array, Conference microphone, Wireless, Black, 128-bit AES, WPA2, Battery/USB,
2450 mAh

Yealink VCM36-W Video Conferencing Microphone Array. Type: Conference microphone. Connectivity technology: Wireless. Product
colour: Black, Security algorithms: 128-bit AES, WPA2. Power source: Battery/USB, Battery capacity: 2450 mAh. Width: 100 mm,
Depth: 100 mm, Height: 16.5 mm

 

Merkmale

  

Microphone

Power

Power source Battery/USB



Type Conference microphone

 

Ports & interfaces

Connectivity technology Wireless

 

Operational conditions

Operating temperature (T-T) 0 - 40 °C
Operating relative humidity (H-
H)

10 - 90%

 

Packaging content

Number of products included 1 pc(s)
Cables included USB

 

Battery capacity 2450 mAh

 

Performance

Product colour Black
Echo cancellation Y
Security algorithms 128-bit AES, WPA2

 

Packaging data

Package width 184 mm
Package depth 112 mm
Package height 60 mm
Package weight 8.68 kg

 

Weight & dimensions

Width 100 mm
Depth 100 mm
Height 16.5 mm
Microphone weight 8.07 kg

 

  Preisänderungen und Irrtümer vorbehalten. Alle Produkte solange der Vorrat reicht.  
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